TOWN OF TAOS
PURCHASING DIVISION
400 CAMINO DE LA PLACITA
TAOS, NEW MEXICO 87571
JUNE 26, 2017
ADDENDUM #2 TO 16-17-16
PORTABLE RESTROOM TRAILER WITH 14 STATIONS
The following are responses to questions submitted via email.
Question: Is ADA not required for this unit?
Response: We are planning on local resources for ADA compliance.
Question: The largest unit we make, in both lines, is a 10 stall unit. I plan to bid using one of
these. Our Alpha X has entry and exit doors and will accommodate events up to 700
guests. If you end up staying with the 14 stall requirement on one trailer you are
going to end up having to look at a semi-trailer.....which looks like a semi-trailer and
will have taller steps to get into them which will need to be set up at each event.
Response: Our intent is to stay with a ball or pintle, pick up towable unit that will provide a
minimum of fourteen (14) units.
Question: I see on the quote you are wanting an All Seasons Trailer. Our Alpha trailers can
withstand temps as flow as -20F when equipped with an Arctic Package. We have
shipped Omegas to Antarctica so no issue there either.
Response: We do experience temperatures in that range, though not sustained (10 – 15 early
mornings a year on average). This is a requirement.
Question: What type of service life are you wanting from the units? 10 year… 20 year?
Response: We expect a minimum of fifteen (15) years serviceability.
Question: Bid are due next Wednesday. Is that date firm?
Response: No, see addendum #1.
Question: Are there specific dimension requirements for the trailer regarding length, width and
height or is it suitable to design to meet interior requirements?
Response: Common road width 36’ max length.
Question: Is there a specific Trailer GVWR requirement or is it designed to suit?
Response: Per Design Specifications (manufacturer to determine) Will be pulled by ¾ to 1 ton
pickup.
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Question: Will the trailer be pulled white the waste tank is full or will it be emptied prior to
travel?
Response: Pulled with waste.
Question: No generator, only shorepower. What Amp rated inlet is required?
Response: Genset as an option, shore power should be adequate for equipment. 120/208v 50
amp for example (RV power).
Question: I assume hot water will be necessary. Propane or electric. Tank or tankless water
heater?
Response: Tankless electric.
Question: 7-Way RV Plug or Commercial style plug?
Response: 7-Way.
Question: Is there a BTU rating for the Air conditioning?
Response: We are in Climate Zone 5 summers can be in the 90’s and winters can reach 20
below. 2 ½ to 3 ton heat pump per side.
Question: There is a request for welded plumbing and Pex? Which is desired?
Response: Pex.
Question: What will pull this trailer? What hit is required?
Response: ¾ ton to 1 ton pickup truck. Ball or pintle.

Procurement Schedule: The RFP due date and all other information not addressed in this
addendum remain unchanged.

Sharon Voigt
/s/ Procurement Officer

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM #2 WITH PROPOSAL SUBMISSION
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